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Abstract
Quorum replication is an important technique for building
distributed systems because it can simultaneously improve
both the integrity and availability of computation and storage. Information flow control is a well-known method for
enforcing the confidentiality and integrity of information.
This paper demonstrates that these two techniques can be
integrated to simultaneously enforce all three major security properties: confidentiality, integrity and availability. It
presents a security-typed language with explicit language
constructs for supporting secure quorum replication. The dependency analysis performed by the type system of the language provides a way to formally verify the end-to-end security assurance of complex replication schemes. We also contribute a new multilevel timestamp mechanism for synchronizing code and data replicas while controlling previously
ignored side channels introduced by such synchronization.

1.

Introduction

Distributed systems are ubiquitous and typically contain
host machines that may fail benignly (fail-stop) or malignly (Byzantine). A significant challenge for such systems is to enforce system-wide security policies. Information flow control and replication are two distinct—but, we
argue, complementary—techniques for building secure distributed systems. Information flow control can enforce endto-end confidentiality and integrity policies, whereas replication is the standard technique to prevent failed hosts from
compromising the integrity and availability of distributed
systems. This paper introduces a new way to combine information flow control and replication in distributed systems.
The result is a way to achieve strong assurance of end-to-
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end confidentiality, integrity and availability for distributed
systems.
To balance the requirements of availability and integrity
in distributed systems, it is necessary to replicate information and computation across the distributed system, and to
coordinate this replication via distributed protocols. In particular, quorum replication [3, 4, 9] is a frequently used approach. Our new idea is to use the analysis of information
flow to reason soundly about the integrity and availability
offered by quorum replication. Compared to prior work on
quorum replication, this approach offers the advantage that
the replication strategy is based on high-level information
security policies, rather than on simplistic, uniform assumptions about host failures (e.g., that no more than a fixed number of host failures can occur).
To integrate information flow analysis and quorum replication, we demonstrate that the integrity and availability
guarantees of a quorum system can be analyzed elegantly
using a lattice-based label model. We develop the first typebased dependency analysis that addresses the interaction of
integrity and availability created by distributed protocols that
aim to provide both properties. Previous work [2, 18] has
used information flow analysis to guide the use of replication in the secure partitioning framework [16], addressing
confidentiality and integrity but not availability; in fact, its
replication schemes can reduce availability.
Previous work on quorum replication has largely ignored
the possibility that information can leak via distributed protocols. We identify a new information channel related to the
timestamps that are needed to ensure data consistency in
quorum replication schemes. To prevent possible confidentiality violations via this information channel, we propose a
novel scheme of multilevel labeled timestamps.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces a security-typed imperative language with quorum constructs. Its operational semantics formalizes quorum
replication. Section 3 describes the type system of the language. This type system embodies a dependency analysis of
end-to-end security properties. Section 4 states the security
theorem: well-typed programs enforce noninterference and
are semantically secure. (See the appendix for proofs.) Section 5 covers related work, and Section 6 concludes.

2.

A language for replicated computation

We describe our approach in the context of Qimp, a simple
imperative language extended with constructs for replicated
storage and computation. Qimp is designed for the common
distributed computing paradigm in which a client host machine may use a set of server hosts to store data and perform computation. Server hosts may fail, so it is important
to use replication to ensure high integrity and availability.
Qimp models this replication explicitly.
2.1

Quorum replication vs. information flow control

Replicating data in quorum systems is a well-known technique for increasing availability and integrity [3, 4, 9]. A
quorum system is a collection of subsets of a set of hosts
where data is replicated. Availability is improved because a
read or write operation on replicated data is able to complete
even when only a suitable subset of the hosts (a quorum)
responds. Quorum replication has three major ingredients:
• A failure model that specifies which hosts can fail and

in what ways. Typically the failure model is specified in
terms of the maximum number of host failures that can
be tolerated, though other formalizations exist, such as
survivor sets [5] and fail-prone systems [9].
• Read and write protocols for reading and writing data

replicated in a quorum system.
• Quorum intersection constraints which require that quo-

rums overlap enough to ensure data consistency.
More recently, language-based information flow control
has been used to analyze end-to-end security properties of
replication [2, 18] from the following angles:
• Lattice-based security labels that offer an abstract and ex-

pressive way to model failures that affect integrity, availability, or confidentiality. Potential failures in distributed
systems can be modeled by assigning labels to hosts.
• Replicated computation that executes the same code on

different hosts and synthesizes the final result using multiple received responses.
• Dependency analyses, often formalized as security type

systems, that derive security constraints based on data dependencies caused by information flow within programs.
There are parallels between these two lines of work on
building trustworthy distributed systems. Indeed, this paper
demonstrates for the first time that language-based information flow control can be used to analyze quorum replication,
simultaneously enforcing confidentiality, integrity and availability. We show that quorum reads and writes can be viewed
as replicated computation and that the language-based approach can be instantiated to derive a quorum construct similar to masking quorum systems [9].

2.2

Replicated computation in Qimp

A Qimp program is implicitly run on a trusted client host
machine. For simplicity, we assume the client host has no
local storage, so each memory location m must be replicated
onto a set of server hosts H. Replicated storage offers the
ability to query and update storage locations. For example,
the client can query all the server hosts in H for the contents
of location m, allowing the correct value to be obtained even
if some hosts in H are compromised by an adversary.
Replicated computation is a natural generalization of
replicated storage. For example, we can view a query to
storage location m as a replicated computation because it is
equivalent to invoking (in parallel on each host in H) a remote function that evaluates the dereference expression !m,
and then determining the value of !m based on the return
values from each replicated invocation. Similarly, to update
m with value v, the client host can ask the hosts in H to
evaluate (in parallel) the assignment expression m := v.
The Qimp language provides a generic construct for evaluating an expression e on multiple server hosts H and determining the correct value of the expression based on the
values returned by those hosts. In general, it is possible that
some hosts in H may experience availability failures and
consequently not respond. Therefore, the client host must
be able to figure out the correct value of e using only the
responses from a subset of H. Such a subset is called a
quorum. Qimp requires that quorums be explicitly specified
when evaluating an expression e using H. The host set H together with the set of all valid quorums Q1 , . . . , Qn constitute a quorum system Q. The Qimp construct for replicating
computation has the following form:
remote e : τ [Q]
where τ is the type of the remote expression. Operationally,
to evaluate this expression, the client host instructs the hosts
in Q to evaluate e and return the result. The client host waits
until it receives responses from every host in some quorum
of Q. Then the value of remotee : τ [Q] is determined based
on the return values from that quorum. Given a location m
replicated in Q, quorum read and write operations for m are
implemented in Qimp as follows:
Write:
Read:

remote m := v : τ [Q]
remote !m : τ 0 [Q]

Consider a quorum write remote m := v : τ [Q]. To
provide availability, expression finishes evaluation after all
the hosts in some quorum Qi complete the update. However,
this means that some hosts in H may hold an outdated value
of m, and they will return these outdated values when they
are asked to evaluate !m. In that case, the client needs a way
to distinguish an old value from the most recent value of m.
The natural solution is to use timestamps: when m := v
is evaluated on some host, the current timestamp is stored
with v as the value of m. Accordingly, the Qimp language
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Figure 1. Syntax of the Qimp language
provides stamped values v · t, where t is the timestamp of v.
In general, !m evaluates to a stamped value v · t so that the
client host can determine the most recent value of m.
2.3

C(`1 ) ≤ C(`2 ) I(`2 ) ≤ I(`1 ) A(`2 ) ≤ A(`1 )
`1 v `2

Syntax

The syntax of Qimp is shown in Figure 1. Except for the
remote expression and stamped values, Qimp is a simple, standard imperative language. In Qimp, values include
variable x, integer n, unit value () and memory location
m. Expressions include the dereference expression !e, addition e1 + e2 , assignment v := e, conditional expression
if e then e1 else e2 , while expression while e do e0 and
let expression let x = e in e0 .
A type τ can be either a labeled base type β` or a located
type β` Q with a location component Q. Label ` specifies the
security requirements for any value with type β` . Values with
type β` Q are replicated in Q. A stamped value v · t has type
β` Q if v has type β` and is replicated in Q.
A quorum system Q has the form hH; Qi, where Q represents a list of quorums (subsets of H). We write |Q| for H,
and Qi ∈ Q for Qi ∈ {Q}, and h ∈ Q for h ∈ H.
Base types include integer type int, the unit type, and
reference type τ Q ref. A memory location of type τ Q ref
is replicated in Q.
2.3.1

with l will be compromised if l ≤ lA . For example, suppose
l is a confidentiality label on some data. Then the data has
high confidentiality if l 6≤ lA , meaning that the adversary
cannot directly read the data. Similarly, if l is the availability (or integrity) label of some data, then l 6≤ lA means the
adversary cannot directly compromise its availability (or integrity). The goal of the security type system, then, is to ensure that the adversary cannot exploit existing computations
or construct new computations to indirectly compromise any
of these three security properties.
A security label ` contains three base labels lC , lI and lA ,
respectively representing the confidentiality, integrity and
available levels. Suppose ` = {l1 , l2 , l3 }. Then notations
C(`), I(`) and A(`) represent l1 , l2 and l3 , respectively. An
ordering relation v between security labels is used to track
information flows and data dependencies, where v is defined
by the following rule:

Security labels

Qimp uses a unified label model introduced in previous
work [19], in which security levels are represented by base
labels from a lattice L, no matter which of confidentiality,
integrity and availability is considered.
Let l range over L, where l1 ≤ l2 denotes that l1 is a label
lower than or equal to l2 . Let ⊥ be the lowest security level
in L and > the highest.
If a base label l is applied to a security property such as
confidentiality, the base label intuitively denotes how hard
it is for adversaries to compromise the underlying security
property. We model the adversary with a security level lA
that represents the security properties the adversary has the
inherent power to compromise. A security property labeled

For example, suppose e1 has security label `1 and e2 has
label `2 . Then e1 + e2 has a label ` such that `1 v ` and
`2 v `, because the value of e1 + e2 depends on the values
of e1 and e2 . Based on the above rule, C(`1 )tC(`2 ) ≤ C(`)
because information about e1 and e2 can be learned from the
value of e1 + e2 , while I(`) ≤ I(`1 ) u I(`2 ) because the
integrity of e1 + e2 is at most that of either e1 or e2 .
A given host h also has a security label. We use C(h),
I(h) and A(h) to denote its confidentiality, integrity and
availability levels. If C(h) ≤ lA , the adversary can read data
on h; if I(h) ≤ lA , the adversary can change outputs of h; if
A(h) ≤ lA , the adversary can make h not respond.
For convenience, we use the following notation throughout the paper.
d
• Cu (H), Iu (H) and Au (H) represent
h∈H (C(h)),
d
d
h∈H (I(h)) and
h∈H (A(h)), respectively.
• τ t `0 represents β`t`0 if τ = β` .
• C(τ ) represents C(`) if τ = β` .
• ` v τ represents ` v `0 if τ = β`0 .

2.3.2

Multilevel secure timestamps

The use of timestamps generates covert implicit information
flows. Timestamps are incremented as execution proceeds,
and therefore contain information about the path taken by
execution. An assignment statement needs to store timestamps on server hosts. In order for this to be secure, those
hosts must be trusted to learn whatever information may be
inferred from the timestamps. For example, consider a conditional expression if e then e1 else e2 . Suppose the timestamp is incremented for different times in e1 and e2 . It is
then possible for a host to learn which branch is taken and
the value of e by examining the timestamp at run time. This
implicit information flow needs to be controlled.

The covert channel related to timestamps is not technically a covert timing channel, because it is based on observing timestamp values rather than actual execution time. Control of timing channels is largely an orthogonal problem, and
partially addressed in previous work [1, 12, 17].
The main challenge with controlling the implicit flows
caused by timestamps is similar to the label creep problem:
the security label of a timestamp keeps increasing along with
execution, and eventually the timestamp may become too restrictive to use. To address the challenge, we introduce multilevel timestamps that carry multiple components, each tracking execution history at a particular confidentiality level. The
key property of a multilevel timestamp is that it can be incremented at a given confidentiality level l such that its value
only depends on the part of execution path with a confidentiality label less than or equal to l.
Abstractly, a multilevel timestamp scheme needs to define a labeled increment operation inc(t, l) that increments
timestamp t at label l, and an ordering relation between multilevel timestamps, which satisfy the following properties:
T-Security t1 ≈l t2 =⇒ inc(t1 , l) = inc(t2 , l)
T-Soundness t < inc(t, l)
where t1 ≈l t2 denotes that t1 and t2 are indistinguishable
at label l, meaning that all components having a label less
than or equal to l are equal in t1 and t2 . The T-Security
property guarantees that the information that can be inferred
from inc(t, l) has a label less than or equal to l, and thus
inc(t, l) can be safely sent to host h with l ≤ C(h). The
T-Soundness property ensures that the timestamp is monotonically increasing.
In Qimp, a multilevel timestamp t has the form hl : n, n0 i,
where l : n is a list of pairs l1 : n1 , . . . , lk : nk such that
l1 ≤ . . . ≤ lk , and n1 , . . . , nk are integers. The component
li : ni means that the timestamp has been incremented ni
times at label li . Sometimes it is useful to just increment t at
no particular confidentiality level. The unlabeled component
n0 is included for that purpose. For simplicity, we write hl : ni
for hl : n, 0i.
When a multilevel timestamp t is incremented at label l,
the component of t associated with l is incremented, and the
components of t that are high-confidentiality with respect to
l are discarded, because those components are not needed
to track time at the l level, and discarding them makes the
timestamp less restrictive to use while satisfying T-Security.
When comparing two timestamps, high-confidentiality components are less significant than low ones, because they are
discarded during incrementation.
Suppose t = hl1 : n1 , . . . , lk : nk , n0 i. Then incrementing
t at level l is carried out by the following formula:
(
inc(t, l) =

hl1 : n1 , . . . , li : ni + 1i
if li = l u li+1
hl1 : n1 , . . . , li : ni , l u li+1 : 1i if li 6= l u li+1
hl1 u l : 1i
if l1 ≤
6 l

where li ≤ l, and li+1 6≤ l or k = i, and let lk+1 = >.

The ordering on timestamps is determined by the following rules.
(l1 ≤ l2 and l2 6≤ l1 ) or (l1 = l2 and n1 < n2 )
hl : n, l1 : n1 , . . .i < hl : n, l2 : n2 , . . .i
n1 < n2
hl : n, n1 i < hl : n, n2 i

In general, two multilevel timestamps may be incomparable.
For example, hl : 2i and hl0 : 3i are incomparable if l 6≤ l0
and l0 6≤ l. However, this is not a problem for Qimp because
all the timestamps generated during the evaluation of a Qimp
program are comparable due to T-Soundness. With these
definitions, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The multilevel timestamp scheme of Qimp
satisfies T-Security and T-Soundness.
In Qimp, the timestamp is incremented at label C(τ )
when remote e : τ [Q] is evaluated. So memory updates
in different remote expressions can be ordered. Memory
updates in the same remote expression are ordered by incrementing the unlabeled components of timestamps during
evaluation of assignments.
For a full example of multilevel timestamps in action,
consider evaluating the following expression at timestamp
hlL : 1i.
let x = (if e then remote e1 : int{lH , l, l0 } [Q] else 1)
in remote e0 : int{lL , l, l0 } [Q0 ]

Suppose e has a high confidentiality label, and lL and lH
represent low and high labels with lL ≤ lH . If the value of e
is positive, then remote e1 : int{lH , l, l0 } [Q] is evaluated,
and the timestamp is incremented at level lH to become
hlL : 1, lH : 1i. Otherwise, the timestamp remains the same.
So after evaluating the conditional expression, the timestamp
is either hlL : 1, lH : 1i or hlL : 1i. When evaluating expression
remote e0 : int{lL , l, l0 } [Q0 ], the timestamp is incremented
at level lL and the high level component is discarded. So
the timestamp becomes hlL : 2i regardless of which branch
of the conditional expression is taken. In addition, we have
hlL : 1, lH : 1i < hlL : 2i and hlL : 1i < hlL : 2i as evidence of
T-Soundness.
2.4

Operational semantics

Figure 2 shows the small-step operational semantics of
Qimp. On host h, a Qimp expression is evaluated with the
memory state of h and the current timestamp. Thus, a local
evaluation step of Qimp is a transition from configuration
he, M, ti to another configuration he0 , M 0 , ti, written as
he, M, ti −→ he0 , M 0 , ti, or simply he, M i −→ he0 , M 0 i
if t is not used in the evaluation.
An expression e is evaluated globally with respect to a
global memory state M, which is a map from hosts to their
local memories. A global evaluation configuration needs to

track the current timestamp and the set of delayed evaluations resulted from quorum replication. The evaluation of
remote e : τ [Q] may complete while some hosts in Q are
still in the middle of evaluating e, resulting in delayed evaluations.
Thus, a global Qimp evaluation configuration is a tuple containing four components: expression e, memory M,
delayed evaluations D and timestamp t. D maps a tuple
he, h, ti to an expression e0 or nil. If D[he, h, ti] = e0 , then
the evaluation of e at time t is delayed on host h and evaluated to e0 so far. If D[he, h, ti] = nil, it means the evaluation
of e is not delayed on h.
A global evaluation step is a transition from configuration he, M, D, ti to another configuration he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 i,
written he, M, D, ti −→ he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 i.
Rules (E1) through (E8) are local evaluation rules, and
rules (E9) through (E14) are global evaluation rules. Local
evaluation rules are mostly standard except for (E7). In (E7),
the memory location m to be updated is replicated on quorum system Q, and the existing value of m is a stamped value
v 0 · t0 . Suppose t = hl : n, n0 i. Then we write btc for hl : ni,
and t+1 for hl : n, n0 +1i. If the timestamp t is less than bt0 c,
this is an old update to be ignored. Otherwise, the update is
new and shall be performed. The timestamp of the new value
is t00 = max(t, t0 ) + 1, which increments the unlabeled component of max(t, t0 ).
In rule (E9), a remote expression is expanded to the
following form:
remote e@h1 , . . . , e@hn : τ [Q]
which denotes evaluations of e on hosts h1 through hn . The
expanded form makes it convenient to track each individual evaluation step at a host, as shown in rule (E10). Rule
(E9) also increments the timestamp at label C(τ ), which
both ensures that a later update always has a larger timestamp and purges high-confidentiality information from the
timestamp. For each hi , the evaluation configuration starts
to track he, hi , t0 i, mapping it to nil initially. The multiple updates of D are represented by notation D[he, hi , ti 7→
nil | hi ∈ Q].
Rule (E11) computes the final value of an expanded
remote expression. Suppose there exists a quorum Q of Q
such that all the hosts in Q already completed the evaluation:
that is, for each hi ∈ Q, ei is a value. Then the final value
of this expression is resolved based on the values returned
from Q and type τ :

(E1)

M (m) = v
h!m, M i −→ hv, M i

(E2)

n = n1 + n2
hn1 + n2 , M i −→ hn, M i

(E3)

n>0
hif n then e1 else e2 , M i −→ he1 , M i

(E4)

n≤0
hif n then e1 else e2 , M i −→ he2 , M i

(E5)

hlet x = v in e, M i −→ he[v/x], M i

(E6)

hwhile e do e0 , M i −→
hif e then let x = e0 in while e do e0 else (), M i
M (m) = v 0 · t0 t00 = max(t, t0 ) + 1
M = (if t < bt0 c then M else M [m 7→ v · t00 ])
0

(E7)

(E8)

hm := v, M, ti −→ h(), M 0 , ti
he, M, ti −→ he0 , M 0 , ti
hE[e], M, ti −→ hE[e0 ], M 0 , ti
|Q| = {h1 , . . . , hn } t0 = inc(t, C(τ ))
D0 = D[he, hi , t0 i 7→ nil | hi ∈ Q]

(E9)

hremote e : τ [Q], M, D, ti −→
hremote e@h1 , . . . , e@hn : τ [Q], M, D0 , t0 i
hei , M(hi ), ti −→ he0i , M 0 , ti

(E10)

hremote . . . ei @hi . . . : τ [Q], M, ti −→
hremote . . . e0i @hi . . . : τ [Q], M[hi 7→ M 0 ], ti
∃Q ∈ Q ∀hi ∈ Q ei = vi
D0 = D[he, hk , ti 7→ ek | hk 6∈ Q]
v = resolve({vi @hi | hi ∈ Q}, τ )

(E11)

hremote e1 @h1 , . . . , en @hn : τ [Q], M, D, ti −→
hv, M, D0 , ti
he0 , M(h), ti −→ he00 , M 0 , ti M0 = M[h 7→ M 0 ]
D[he0 , h, ti] = e0 D0 = D[he0 , h, ti 7→ e00 ]

(E12)

he, M, Di −→ he, M0 , D0 i
he, M i −→ he0 , M i

(E13)

(E14)

he, M, D, ti −→ he0 , M, D, ti
he, M, D, ti −→ he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 i
hE[e], M, D, ti −→ hE[e0 ], M0 , D0 , t0 i

v = resolve({vi @hi | hi ∈ Q}, τ )
E[·]

where {vi @hi | hi ∈ Q} is an abbreviation for the set
of values {vj1 @hj1 , . . . , vjm @hjm } returned by Q =
{hj1 , . . . , hjm }. The resolve function returns the most upto-date qualified value among vj1 , . . . , vjm . A qualified
value is a value with sufficient integrity. More formally, a
value v is qualified with respect to τ , if it is returned by a set

::=
|

[·] + e | v + [·] | if [·] then e1 else e2
v := [·] | ! [·] | let x = [·] in e

Figure 2. Operational semantics of Qimp

of hosts with a combined (joined) integrity label as high as
I(τ ). That is, there exists a subset H 0 of Q such that all the
hosts in H 0 return v and I(τ ) ≤ It (H 0 ) holds.
If I(τ ) 6≤ lA , then the adversary cannot fabricate a qualified value of type τ , because it cannot compromise a set of
hosts with a combined integrity label as high as I(τ ). Therefore, a qualified value has sufficient integrity.
The most up-to-date qualified value is simply the qualified value with the largest timestamp. If the returned values
are not stamped values, then any qualified value could be
viewed as the most up-to-date one. If no qualified value is
found, the most up-to-date value is returned by resolve function, and in this case the integrity of the value is known to be
compromised.
For hosts that are not in Q, the evaluation may not complete yet. So D0 in the resulting configuration needs to track
those delayed evaluations by mapping he, hk , ti to ek in D
for all hk that is not in Q.
Rule (E12) shows a delayed evaluation step. Suppose
he0 , h, ti is mapped to e0 in D, and he0 , M(h), ti is evaluated to he00 , M 0 , ti. Then he0 , h, ti is mapped to e00 after
this evaluation step, while the global memory state becomes
M[h 7→ M 0 ].
Rule (E13) shows an evaluation step on the client host,
which does not update memory.
A compromised host may evaluate expression e not based
on the rules in Figure 2. For simplicity, we assume that a
compromised host may conduct only two kinds of attacks.
First, it may conduct an integrity attack, returning an arbitrary value as the result of e. Second, it may conduct an
availability attack, returning no value. These two attacks are
formalized as two additional evaluation rules (A1) and (A2).
In rule (A1), suppose I(hi ) ≤ lA holds, then host hi is a lowintegrity host whose integrity may be compromised. Thus,
any expression ei to be evaluated on hi may result in an arbitrary value v. For simplicity, we assume v is still well-typed
(of type τ Q ). In rule (A2), host hi is a low-availability host
since A(hi ) ≤ lA . Thus, host hi may become unavailable,
and the evaluation of ei cannot continue, which is simulated
by removing the term ei @hi .
(A1)

(A2)

2.5

I(hi ) ≤ lA
hremote . . . ei @hi . . . : τ [Q], M, D, ti −→
hremote . . . v@hi . . . : τ [Q], M, D, ti
A(hi ) ≤ lA
hremote . . . ei @hi . . . : τ [Q], M, D, ti −→
hremote . . . ei−1 @hi−1 , ei+1 @hi+1 , . . . : τ [Q],
M, D, ti

Examples

The simplicity of the Qimp language helps focus on the basic constructs for supporting quorum replication. However,
Qimp is expressive enough to illustrate some real-world distributed computations and their associated security issues.

2.5.1

Cloud storage

At its core, cloud storage is similar to a remote memory
whose value can be read and updated. The following code
simulates storing a value in the cloud and then retrieving it.
To make the code more readable, we use e1 ; e2 as syntactic
sugar for let x = e1 in e2 where x is fresh.
remote m := 42 : unit{⊥, >, l} [Q];
remote !m : int` [Q]

Suppose Q = h{h1 , h2 , h3 }; {h1 , h2 }, {h2 , h3 }, {h1 , h3 }i,
which means that m is replicated on three hosts and that
every update or read operation needs at least two hosts to
complete. We can imagine that h1 , h2 and h3 represent three
independent cloud storage providers. Thus, replicating m in
Q can tolerate the availability failure of any single provider,
achieving higher availability than just storing the data at one
place.
It is common for cloud storage providers to keep data
access logs. Thus, accessing cloud storage has side effects,
generating implicit flows. Consider the following code.
let x = remote !m : int{lH , l, l0 } [Q] in
if x then remote !m1 : τ [Q1 ] else
remote !m2 : τ [Q2 ]

where lL represents a low security level, and lH a high
level. The code returns the value of m1 or m2 depending
on the value of m. Suppose both m1 and m2 store lowconfidentiality data. So it seems that hosts in Q1 and Q2
may be low-confidentiality hosts. However, a host in Q1 or
Q2 may learn about the high-confidentiality value of m by
knowing whether !m1 or !m2 is evaluated. To control this
implicit flow, we require that the program counter label pc
of a remote expression running at Q satisfy the following
constraint:
C(pc) ≤ Cu (|Q|)
That ensures that all the hosts in Q have a confidentiality
level at least as high as C(pc).
2.5.2

Timed data deletion

Timed data deletion is often used to ensure confidentiality
of data stored remotely. For example, a popular mobile messaging app allows users to back up their messaging histories
on remote servers, but backup data is deleted from remote
servers after a week. This practice is illustrated by the following code:
remote m := 42 : unit{⊥, >, lH } [Q];
while let x = remote !m1 : int{lL , lH , lH } [Q1 ] in
(remote m1 := x − 1 : unit{⊥, >, lH } [Q1 ]; x) do ();
remote m := 0 : unit{⊥, >, lH } [Q]

Suppose m stores the backup data, m := 42 represents making a new backup that happens to be 42, and m := 0 represents deleting the backup. The deletion happens after a
counter m1 counts down to 0. Besides using replication to

ensure integrity and availability of the backup data, another
security concern in this case is to ensure that deletion happens. This concern is represented by the high availability label lH of expression m := 0, meaning that the adversary
cannot affect whether this expression terminates. Intuitively,
we need to ensure both high integrity and availability of the
counter m1 . This security requirement is captured by the
high integrity and availability labels of !m1 .

3.

In Qimp, security is formalized in terms of noninterference
properties that are enforced through type checking. The type
system of Qimp ensures that any well-typed program satisfies the noninterference properties.
Secure quorum systems

Depending on the security labels of its hosts, a quorum
system can provide certain security guarantees for the data
stored in it, as formalized in the following definition.
Definition 3.1 (Secure replication). It is secure to replicate
data of type τ in quorum system Q, written Q ` τ , if Q ` τ
is derived by the following rule:

(Q1)

F
C(τ ) ≤ Cu (|Q|) A(τ ) ≤ Q∈Q (Au (Q))
∀Q1 , Q2 ∈ Q, Q1 ∩ Q2 ` I(τ )
Q`τ

The three constraints in (Q1) respectively guarantee confidentiality, availability and integrity of data replicated in Q.
The confidentiality constraint C(τ ) ≤ Cu (|Q|) ensures
that all the hosts in Q have a confidentiality label at least as
high as C(τ ) so that they are allowed to store
F data of type τ .
The availability constraint A(τ ) ≤ Q∈Q (Au (Q)) is
based on that evaluating an expression in Q results in a value
as long as a quorum of Q complete the
F evaluation, and the
availability of Q is captured by label Q∈Q (Au (Q)).
The integrity constraint requires that the intersection of
any two quorums in Q contains enough correct hosts so
that any quorum is able to determine the most up-to-date
value of a memory location replicated in Q. Here the notion
of “enough correct hosts” is defined in terms of labels and
written Q1 ∩ Q2 ` I(τ ). In general, H ` I denotes that a set
of hosts H can provide integrity guarantee for data replicated
in it up to level I. It is defined by the following rule:
H 6= ∅
(Q2)

Masking quorum systems

The label-based security constraints for quorum replication
can be instantiated to derive masking quorum system [9],
a quorum construct that tolerates failures specified as a failprone system B (a collection of host sets {B1 , . . . , Bn } such
that all the failed hosts are contained in some Bi ). A quorum
system Q is a masking quorum system with respect to B if it
satisfies the following two properties:
• M-Consistency: ∀Q1 , Q2 ∈ Q ∀B1 , B2 ∈ B : (Q1 ∩

Security typing

3.1

3.1.1

∀H 0 ⊆ H, I ≤ It (H 0 ) or I ≤ It (H − H 0 )
H`I

Rule (Q2) essentially says that H ` I iff either the set of
compromised hosts in H or the set of correct hosts in H have
a combined integrity as high as I. In other words, either the
adversary has the inherent capability to compromise data of
integrity label I, or the correct hosts in H have a combined
integrity label as high as I so that if they all agree on the
value of some data, then that value has integrity I.

Q2 ) − B1 6⊆ B2
• M-Availability: ∀B ∈ B ∃Q ∈ Q : B ∩ Q = ∅

First, we construct a label model consistent with the
fail-prone system. Let label l be a collection of host sets
{H1 , . . . , Hn }, meaning the underlying security property
is compromised if and only if all the hosts in some Hi
are compromised. Then lA = {B1 , . . . , Bn }. Let lH =
{H | ∀Bi H 6⊆ Bi }. In a fail-prone system B, lA represents
a low security level, and lH represents a high security level.
For each host h, we have C(h) = I(h) = A(h) = {{h}}.
Given two labels l1 and l2 , l1 ≤ l2 if for any H in l2 , there
exists H 0 in l1 such that H 0 ⊆ H.
With this label model, we can prove that if Q is secure to
store data with high integrity and availability labels, then Q
is a masking quorum system.
Theorem 3.1. If Q ` int{l, lH , lH } , then Q is a masking
quorum system.
Proof. By contradiction. Assume M-consistency does not
hold. Then there exist Q1 , Q2 ∈ Q and B1 , B2 ∈ B such
that (Q1 ∩ Q2 ) − B1 ⊆ B2 . Therefore, there exists a subset
H of Q1 ∩ Q2 such that H ⊆ B1 and Q1 ∩ Q2 − H ⊆ B2 ,
which imply lH 6≤ It (H) and lH 6≤ It (Q1 ∩ Q2 − H).
Contradict Q1 ∩ Q2 ` lH .
Assume M-Availability does not hold. Then there exists
B ∈ B such that B intersects
F with every Q in Q. Based
on the label model, we have Q∈Q (Au (Q))
F = {H | H ⊆
|Q|, ∀Q ∈ Q : H ∩ Q 6= ∅}. Thus, B ∈ Q∈Q (Au (Q)).
However,
F for any H in lH , H 6⊆ B, which contradicts
lH ≤ Q∈Q (Au (Q)).
3.2

Typing rules

Let Γ represent a typing assignment, mapping references
and variables to types. A typing judgment of Qimp has the
form Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ , meaning that expression e evaluated
in quorum system Q has type τ with respect to Γ and the
program counter label pc. Note that the program counter
label captures the sensitivity of control flow. For simplicity,
a component in the typing environment of a typing judgment
may be omitted if the component is irrelevant. For example,
in rule (INT), the type of n has nothing to do with the typing
environment, and thus the typing judgment is simplified as
` n : int` . If expression e (such as a remote expression) is
not evaluated in a quorum system, then the quorum system

` n : int`

(INT)
(UNIT)

` () : unit`

(VAR)

C(Γ(x)) ≤ Cu (Q)
Γ ; Q ` x : Γ(x)
Γ(m) = τ Q

(LOC)

(SV)

(ADD)

Γ`m:τ

Q

Q`τ
ref`

Γ`v:τ
Γ ; Q ` v · t : τQ
Γ ; Q ` ei : int`i i ∈ {1, 2}
Γ ; Q ` e1 + e2 : int`1 t`2
Γ ; pc ` e : τ Q ref`

(DEREF)

(ASSIGN)

(IF)

`vτ

Γ ; Q ; pc `!e : τ

Q

Γ ; Q ` v : τ Q ref` Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ pc t ` v τ
Γ ; Q ; pc ` v := e : unit{⊥, >, A(τ )}
Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : int` ` v τ
Γ ; Q ; pc t ` ` ei : τ i ∈ {1, 2}
Γ ; Q ; pc ` if e then e1 else e2 : τ
Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : int` Γ ; Q ; pc t ` ` e0 : unit`0
l ≤ I(pc) u I(`) u A(`0 ) u A(`)

(WHILE)

Γ ; Q ; pc ` while e do e0 : unit{⊥, >, l}
Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ Γ, x : τ ; Q ; pc ` e0 : τ 0
A(τ 0 ) ≤ A(τ )

(LET)

Γ ; Q ; pc ` let x = e in e0 : τ 0
Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ Q

(EVAL)

C(pc) ≤ C(τ ) ≤ Cu (|Q|)

Γ ; pc ` remote e : τ [Q] : τ
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Γ ; Q ; pc ` ei : τ Q
C(pc) ≤ C(τ ) ≤ Cu (|Q|)

(EVAL2)

(SUB)

Γ ; pc ` remote e1 @h1 , . . . , en @hn : τ [Q] : τ
Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ

τ ≤ τ0

Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ 0

Figure 3. Typing rules of Qimp

Rule (SV) checks stamped values. If v has type τ , then
v · t has type τ Q .
Rule (DEREF) is used to check the dereference expression !e. Suppose e has type τ Q ref` . Then !e has type τ Q .
The constraint ` v τ is required because the value of !e depends on the value of e.
Rule (ASSIGN) checks the assignment expression. We
require pc t ` v τ so that information about the program counter and about the reference itself cannot be leaked
through side effects of this expression. The availability of
v := e depends on the availability of e. Thus, the type of this
expression is unit{⊥, >, A(τ )} .
In rule (IF), the branches e1 and e2 are checked with
program counter label pc t ` because which branch to take
depends on the value of e.
Rule (WHILE) is used to check the while expression
while e do e0 . The while expression always has a unit type.
The availability of the expression depends on the availability
of both e and e0 , and the integrity of e because the value of
e determines whether the loop ends. In addition, the loop
may be infinite, so whether the evaluation terminates depends on the integrity of the program counter. Therefore, the
constraint l ≤ I(pc) u I(`) u A(`0 ) u A(`) is required.
Rule (LET) is used to check expression let x = e in e0 .
At run time, e0 is evaluated with x being replaced by the
value of e. Thus, e0 is checked with x bounded to the type
of e. The availability of the let expression depends on the
availability of e, and thus A(τ 0 ) is less than or equal to A(τ ).
Rule (EVAL) checks expression remote e : τ [Q]. In this
rule, e has type τ Q . In practice, a value returned from a
host is not necessarily a stamped value. For example, if e
is an assignment expression, then the return value would be
(). The returned values from remote evaluations are always
consumed by the resolve function, which works the same
way if non-stamped values are treated as stamped values
with the smallest timestamp hi. This treatment simplifies
rule (EVAL) and is formalized as a subtyping rule below.
The constraint C(τ ) ≤ Cu (|Q|) ensures that hosts in Q are
allowed to receive timestamp inc(t, C(τ )). The constraint
C(pc) ≤ C(τ ) ensures incrementing the timestamp at a
level at least as high as C(pc) so that information about
the program counter is properly protected by the multilevel
timestamp.
Rule (SUB) is standard. The subtyping rules of Qimp are
shown as follows:
(S1)

component of the typing environment is represented by ∅.
The typing rules are shown in Figure 3.
Rules (INT), (UNIT), (ADD) are standard. Rule (VAR)
adds a confidentiality check to ensure that all the hosts in Q
have a confidentiality label as high as that of x.
Rule (LOC) checks reference values. Reference m has
type τ Q ref` if Γ(m) = τ Q . In addition, Q ` τ ensures
that Q is secure enough to store data of type τ .

` v `0
β` ≤ β`0

(S2)

τ ≤ τQ

Rule (S1) is standard for a security type system. Rule (S2) is
mainly for simplifying rule (EVAL).
This type system satisfies subject reduction.
Definition 3.2 (Γ ` M). M is well-typed with respect to
Γ, written Γ ` M, if for any m ∈ dom(Γ), Γ(m) = τ Q
implies that for any h ∈ Q, M[h][m] has type τ Q .

Definition 3.3 (Γ ` D). D is well-typed with respect to Γ,
written Γ ` D, if for any e0 such that D[he, h, ti] = e0 ,
Γ ` e0 : τ .
Theorem 3.2 (Subject reduction). Suppose Γ ; pc ` e :
τ , and Γ ` M, and Γ ` D, and he, M, D, ti −→
he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 i. Then Γ ; pc ` e0 : τ , and Γ ` M0 and
Γ ` D0 .
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ ; pc ` e : τ .

Definition 4.3 (Γ ` M1 ≈I6≤lA M2 ). For all m, if Γ(m) =
τ Q and I(τ ) 6≤ lA , then for any two quorums Q1 and Q2
of Q, vi = resolve({Mi [h][m] | h ∈ Qi }, Γ(m)) for
i ∈ {1, 2}, and v1 = v2 .
Theorem 4.2 (Integrity noninterference). Suppose Γ ; pc `
e : int` , and I(`) 6≤ lA , and M1 ≈I6≤lA M2 , and
he, Mi , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hvi , M0i , Di , ti i for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then
v1 = v2 .
Proof. See Appendix A.

4.

Noninterference

This section formalizes the noninterference results of Qimp,
which state that a well-typed Qimp program satisfies the
noninterference properties with respect to confidentiality,
integrity and availability.
Intuitively, confidentiality noninterference means that
running a program with two inputs that are indistinguishable
at the low confidentiality level will generate outputs indistinguishable at the low confidentiality level. The following definitions formalize the indistinguishability relations of memories and delayed evaluation configurations with respect to
low confidentiality. The confidentiality noninterference of
Qimp is formalized in Theorem 4.1.
Definition 4.1 (Γ ` M1 ≈C≤lA M2 ). For all m, if Γ(m) =
τ Q and C(τ ) ≤ lA , then for any two quorums Q1 and Q2
of Q, vi = resolve({Mi [h][m] | h ∈ Qi }, Γ(m)) for
i ∈ {1, 2}, and v1 = v2 .
Intuitively, Γ ` M1 ≈C≤lA M2 means that for any lowconfidentiality reference m, the values of m are the same in
M1 and M2 .
Definition 4.2 (D1 ≈lA D2 ). Two delayed evaluation configurations D1 and D2 are equivalent, written D1 ≈lA D2 ,
if for {i, j} = {1, 2}, he, h, ti ∈ dom(Di ) and C(h) ≤ lA
imply he, h, ti ∈ dom(Dj ).
Theorem 4.1 (Confidentiality noninterference). Suppose
Γ ; pc ` e : int` , and C(`) ≤ lA , M1 ≈C≤lA M2 , and for
i ∈ {1, 2}, he, Mi , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hvi , M0i , Di , ti i without
(A1) or (A2) steps. Then v1 = v2 , t1 ≈lA t2 and D1 ≈lA D2 .
Proof. See Appendix A.
The above theorem assumes that the evaluations of e do
not include (A1) and (A2) steps. Note that rules (A1) and
(A2) have no confidentiality constraints, and active attack
steps based on them may affect low-confidentiality data and
effectively be treated as distinguishable low-confidentiality
inputs. Thus, assuming the lack of such steps is a simple way
to ensure low-confidentiality inputs are indistinguishable,
which is the prerequisite of confidentiality noninterference.
The theorem still holds if there are (A1) and (A2) steps, but
those steps do not produce low-confidentiality effects.
The integrity noninterference of Qimp is formalized in
Theorem 4.2.

In the context of distributed protocols such as quorum
read/write, availability is often formulated as a liveness
property: all requests eventually end under all possible failure scenarios that the protocols are designed for. In contrast,
the end-to-end availability guarantee of Qimp cannot be formulated as a liveness property, because that would entail
solving the halting problem. Instead we follow the same
approach as in the previous work [19] and define the end-toend availability guarantee as a noninterference property: the
adversary cannot affect whether high-availability programs
terminate.
Theorem 4.3 (Availability noninterference). Suppose Γ ; pc `
e : int` , and A(`) 6≤ lA , and M1 ≈I6≤lA M2 , and
he, M1 , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hv1 , M01 , D1 , t1 i without (A1) or
(A2) steps. Then the evaluation of he, M2 , ∅, t0 i always
terminates, that is, he, M2 , ∅, t0 i −→∗ he00 , M002 , D00 , t002 i
implies he00 , M002 , D00 , t002 i −→∗ hv2 , M02 , D2 , t2 i for
some hv2 , M02 , D2 , t2 i.
Proof. See Appendix A.

5.

Related Work

Language-based information flow control techniques [13]
can enforce noninterference, including in concurrent and
distributed systems [12, 14]. But this work does not address
availability and assumes a trusted computing platform. The
Jif/split system [16, 18] dealt with untrusted hosts and introduced secure program partitioning and automatic replication of code and data. The Swift system [2] also uses automatic replication to improve integrity. However, these systems cannot specify or enforce availability, and there is no
correctness proof for their (comparatively simple) replication mechanisms. The Fabric system [8] enforces confidentiality and integrity without relying on a trusted platform, but
does not support replication or address availability.
In previous work [19], we extend the decentralized label model [11] to specify availability policies and present a
type-based approach for enforcing availability policies in a
sequential program. This paper examines the distributed setting to permit formal analysis of the availability guarantees
of quorum replication schemes.
Walker et al. [15] designed λzap , a lambda calculus that
exhibits intermittent data faults, and use it to formalize the

idea of achieving fault tolerance through replication and
majority voting. However, λzap describes a single machine
with at most one integrity fault.
Quorum systems [3, 4, 9? , 10] are a well studied technique for improving fault tolerance in distributed systems.
Quorum systems achieve high data availability by providing multiple quorums capable of carrying out read and write
operations. If some hosts in one quorum fail to respond, another quorum may still be available. The integrity guarantee
of quorum systems is usually formalized as regular semantics [6] under simple, symmetric assumptions about the number of hosts that can fail. Our work offers new capabilities.
First, it allows the construction of quorum systems based on
non-uniform security labels assigned to hosts. Security guarantees are formalized as noninterference properties. Second,
hosts in the quorum system can provide more general computation rather than just storage. Third, we control the covert
channels created by the quorum protocols themselves.
The Replica Management System (RMS) [7] computes
a placement and replication level for an object based on
programmer-specified availability and performance parameters. However, RMS does not consider attacks on integrity
(Byzantine failures) or on confidentiality.

6.

Conclusions

This paper is the first attempt to study quorum replication using a lattice-based label model and a security-typed language
Qimp. It provides the first noninterference result for the commonly used technique of quorum replication: end-to-end security assurances of quorum constructs and protocols can be
formalized as noninterference properties and provably enforced by the type system of Qimp. The language-based approach also enriches the understanding of quorum replication from the perspective of high-level information flow policies, unifying analysis of all three aspects of security (confidentiality, integrity and availability). The new mechanism
of multilevel timestamps is essential to controlling the information channels created by keeping replicas synchronized.
These results suggest that other distributed protocols may be
analyzed along similar lines, supporting the secure construction of a wider range of distributed systems.
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A.

Noninterference proof

Syntax extensions

The syntax extension of Qimp∗ includes bracket constructs,
which compose two Qimp terms and capture the differences
between two Qimp configuration. In particular, a timestamp
may also contain bracket constructs.
Values e
Expressions e
Timeticks η
Timestamps t

::=
::=
::=
::=

. . . (v, v)
. . . (e, e)
n | (n, n)
hl : η, ηi

Bracket constructs cannot be nested; their subterms must be
Qimp terms. Given a Qimp∗ expression e, let beci represent
the Qimp expressions that e encodes. The projection functions satisfy b(e1 , e2 )ci = ei and are homomorphisms on
other expression forms. A Qimp∗ local memory M maps
references to Qimp∗ values that encode two Qimp values.
Thus, the projection function can be defined on memories
too. For i ∈ {1, 2}, dom(bM ci ) = dom(M ), and for any
m ∈ dom(M ), bM ci (m) = bMi (m)ci . A Qimp∗ global
memory M is a pair of Qimp memories (M1 , M2 ). Similarly, a delayed evaluation configuration D in Qimp∗ is a
pair of Qimp configurations (D1 , D2 ).

h!m, M ii −→ hbvci , M ii
bM ci (m) = v 0 · t0 t00 = max(t, t0 ) + 1
M 0 = (if t < bt0 c then M else M [m 7→i v · t00 ])

(E7)

(E15)

hm := v, M, tii −→ h(), M 0 , tii
hif (v1 , v2 ) then e1 else e2 , M i −→
h(if v1 then be1 c1 else be2 c1 |
if v2 then be1 c2 else be2 c2 ), M i
|Q| = {h1 , . . . , hn } t0 = inc(t, C(τ ))
Di0 = Di [hbeci , hj , bt0 ci i 7→ nil | 1 ≤ j ≤ n] i ∈ {1, 2}

(E16)

The noninterference result for Qimp is proved by extending
the language to a new language Qimp∗ , which uses a bracket
construct to syntactically capture the differences between
executions of the same program on different inputs.
Intuitively, each evaluation configuration in Qimp∗ encodes two Qimp configurations. The operational semantics
of Qimp∗ is consistent with that of Qimp in the sense that
evaluation of a Qimp∗ configuration is equivalent to the evaluation of two Qimp configurations it encodes. The type system of Qimp∗ can be instantiated to ensure that a well-typed
Qimp∗ configuration satisfies certain invariants. In particular, if the invariant represents some equivalence relation corresponding to noninterference, subject reduction of Qimp∗
then implies a noninterference result for Qimp. For example, if the invariant is that the low-confidentiality parts of
two Qimp configurations are equivalent, the subject reduction of Qimp∗ implies the confidentiality noninterference of
Qimp.
A.1

M (m) = v
(E1)

hremote e : τ [Q], M, (D1 , D2 ), ti −→
hremote bec1 @h11 , . . . , bec1 @h1n , bec2 @h22 , . . . ,
bec2 @h2n : τ [Q], M, (D10 , D20 ), t0 i
i ∈ {1, 2} ∃Qi ∈ Q ∀hij ∈ Qi eij = vji
bD0 ci = bDci [he, hk , btci i 7→ eik | hk 6∈ Qi ]
vi = resolve({vji @hij | hij ∈ Qi }, τ )
v = (if v1 = v2 then v1 else (v1 , v2 ))

(E17)

hremote e11 @h11 , . . . , e2n @h2n : τ [Q], M, D, ti −→
hv, M, D0 , ti

Figure 4. The operational semantics of Qimp∗
Since a Qimp∗ term effectively encodes two Qimp terms,
the evaluation of a Qimp∗ term can be projected into two
Qimp evaluations. An evaluation step of a bracket expression (e1 , e2 ) is an evaluation step of either e1 or e2 , and ei
can only access the corresponding projection of the memory. Thus, the configuration of Qimp∗ has an index i ∈
{•, 1, 2} that indicates whether the term to be evaluated is
a subterm of a bracket term, and if so, which branch of
a bracket the term belongs to. For example, the configuration he, M, ti1 means that e belongs to the first branch of a
bracket, and e can only access the first projection of M . We
write “he, M, ti” for “he, M, ti• ”, which means e does not
belong to any bracket.
The operational semantics of Qimp∗ is shown in Figure 4.
It is based on the semantics of Qimp and contains new evaluation rules (E15)-(E17) for manipulating bracket constructs.
Rules (E1) and (E7) are modified to access the memory projection corresponding to index i. The rest of the rules in
Figure 2 are adapted to Qimp∗ by indexing each configuration with i. In rules (E9)-(E11), the index i is in {1, 2},
as rules (E16) and (E17) cover the • case. The following
adequacy and soundness lemmas state that the operational
semantics of Qimp∗ faithfully encodes the evaluation of two
Qimp terms:
Lemma A.1 (Soundness). Suppose he, M, D, ti −→
he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 i in Qimp∗ . Then there exists evaluation
hbeci , bMci , bDci , btci i −→∗ hbe0 ci , bM0 ci , bD0 ci , bt0 ci i
for i ∈ {1, 2} in Qimp.
Proof. By inspection of the evaluation rules.

Lemma A.2 (Adequacy). If there exists Qimp evaluation
hei , Mi , Di , ti i −→∗ hvi , M0i , Di0 , t0i i for i ∈ {1, 2},
and there exists e and t in Qimp∗ such that beci = ei
and btci = ti . Then he, (M1 , M2 ), (D1 , D2 ), ti −→∗
hv, M0 , D0 , ti such that bvci = vi and bt0 ci = t0i .
Proof. By induction on the structure of e.
A.2

Typing rules

The type system of Qimp∗ includes all the typing rules in
Figure 3 and has an additional rule for typing the bracket expression. Essentially, a bracket expression represents the distinguishable parts of two evaluations. Therefore, the security
label of this expression and the program counter label must
not satisfy the indistinguishability constraint, which we call
the ζ-invariant. For confidentiality, the ζ-invariant is lowconfidentiality, implying low-confidentiality parts are indistinguishable. For integrity, the ζ-invariant is high-integrity.
An ζ-invariant must satisfy the condition that ζ(`0 ) and ` v
`0 imply ζ(`).
Γ ; Q ; pc ` ei : τ i ∈ {1, 2}
¬ζ(τ ) ¬ζ(pc)
(BRACKET)

A.3

Γ ; Q ; pc ` (e1 , e2 ) : τ

Subject reduction

Definition A.1 (Γ ` M ). M is well-typed with respect
to Γ, written Γ ` M , if dom(Γ) = dom(M ) and ∀m ∈
dom(Γ). Γ ; Q ` M (m) : Γ(m).
Lemma A.3 (Local subject reduction). Suppose Γ ; Q ; pc `
e : τ , and Γ ` M , and he, M, tii −→ he0 , M 0 , tii , and
i ∈ {1, 2} implies ¬ζ(pc). Then Γ ; Q ; pc ` e0 : τ and
Γ ` M 0.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of he, M, tii −→
he0 , M 0 , tii . Most cases are straightforward.
• Case (E15). Since e0 is a bracket expression, we just need

to prove ¬ζ(τ ). Because Γ ; Q ; pc ` e : τ , we have
¬ζ(τ ) by rules (BRACKET) and (IF).

Suppose M is a Qimp memory. Let M(m) denote the
resolved value of m based on all the local values of m in M.
Definition A.2 (Γ ` hM, D, ti). Suppose M is (M1 , M2 )
and D is (D1 , D2 ). hM, D, ti is well-typed with respect to
Γ, written as Γ ` hM, D, ti, if the following conditions
hold.
• For any m such that Γ(m) = τ Q , Γ ` Mi [h][m] : Γ(m)

holds, and ζ(τ ) implies M1 (m) = M2 (m).
• If he, M, D, tii −→ he, M0 , D 0 , tii , then for any m ∈

dom(Γ), Mi (m) = bM0 ci (m). In other words, no delayed evaluations can change the resolved value of a
memory location.

• If ζ(τ ) is C(τ ) ≤ lA , then D1 ≈lA D2 , and btc1 ≈lA btc2 .

Theorem A.1 (Subject reduction). Suppose Γ ; Q ; pc `
e : τ , and Γ ` hM, D, ti, and he, M, D, tii −→∗
he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 ii where e and e0 are not expanded remote
expressions, and i ∈ {1, 2} implies ¬ζ(pc). Then Γ ; Q ; pc `
e0 : τ and Γ ` hM0 , D0 , t0 i.
Proof. By induction on the first step and length of evaluation
he, M, D, tii −→∗ he0 , M0 , D0 , t0 ii .
• Case (E9). e is remote e00 : τ [Q]. Since e0 is not an ex-

•
•
•
•

panded remote expression, the last step of the evaluation
must use rule (E11). In this case, we have i ∈ {1, 2},
and thus ¬ζ(pc). So if m is updated during the evaluation, then ¬ζ(Γ(m)). Therefore, the first two conditions
for Γ ` hM0 , D0 , t0 i immediately hold. Suppose ζ(τ )
is C(τ ) ≤ lA . Then ¬ζ(pc) is C(pc) 6≤ lA . Therefore,
C(h) 6≤ lA holds for any host h in Q. Thus, bD0 c1 ≈lA
bD0 c2 . Moreover, bt0 ci = inc(btci , C(τ )) increments
at label C(τ ), which satisfies C(τ ) 6≤ lA . Therefore,
btc1 ≈lA btc2 implies bt0 c1 ≈lA bt0 c2 . By Lemma A.3
and induction on the evaluation length, Γ ; Q ; pc ` e0 : τ .
Case (E12). By Γ ` hM, D, ti.
Case (E13). By Lemma A.3.
Case (E14). By induction.
Case (E16). e is remote e00 : τ [Q]. As in case (E9), the
last step of the evaluation uses rule (E17). There exists a
quorum Qi in each of the two encoded Qimp evaluations
such that all the hosts in Qi complete evaluating be00 ci . So
we can consider only the evaluations in Q1 and Q2 . The
goal is to prove that e0 is a non-bracket value v if ζ(τ )
holds. To prove that, we construct a Qimp∗ evaluation
out of the local evaluations at Q1 and Q2 . The key is
to construct a Qimp∗ memory that captures the local
memories of Q1 and Q2 . First, we construct a Qimp
memory Mi out of the local memories at Qi . For any
m such that Γ(m) = τ Q , we have
Mi (m) = resolve(v@h | h ∈ Qi , τ )
Then M is constructed as follows,

M1 (m)
if M1 (m) = M2 (m)
M (m) =

(M1 (m), M2 (m)) if M1 (m) 6= M2 (m)

It is clear that M is well-typed, because M is well-typed,
which implies that for any m such that ζ(Γ(m)), the
resolved values of m in M1 and M2 are the same.
By Lemma A.2, we have he00 , M, ti −→∗ hv, M 0 , ti.
By Lemma A.3, Γ ; Q ; pc ` v : τ .
For any m that is updated during the evaluation, all the
hosts in Q1 and Q2 update m with value bM 0 ci (m). If
ζ(Γ(m)), then M 0 (m) = v 0 is not a bracket value, that
is bv 0 c1 = bv 0 c2 . By Q ` Γ(m), we have M01 (m) =
M02 (m) = v 0 .
Let Di = bDci and Di0 = bD0 ci . Suppose ζ(`) is C(`) ≤
lA . For any h ∈ |Q|, if C(h) ≤ lA , then C(pc) ≤ C(τ ) ≤

lA , and C(Γ(x)) ≤ lA for any x appearing in e, which
imply bec1 = bec2 and bt0 c1 = bt0 c2 . By rule (E16),
dom(Di0 ) = dom(Di ) ∪ {hbeci , hi , bt0 ci i | hi ∈ |Q|},
and thus D1 ≈lA D2 implies D10 ≈lA D20 .
By rule (E17), Di0 = Di [he, hk , bt0 ci i 7→ eik | hk 6∈ Qi ].
For any new delayed evaluation at eik , if it steps forward
by heik , Mk , bt0 ci ii −→ he0k , Mk0 , bt0 ci ii , then Mk0 (m)
is either the same as or has a smaller timestamp than
M 0 (m). Therefore, steps of new delayed evaluations will
not affect the resolved value of any reference.
Since t0 = inc(t, C(τ )), it is clear that btc1 ≈lA btc2
implies bt0 c1 ≈lA bt0 c2 . So we have Γ ` hM0 , D0 , t0 i.

A.4

Confidentiality noninterference

Theorem A.2 (Confidentiality noninterference). Suppose
Γ ; pc ` e : int` , and C(`) ≤ lA , and M1 ≈C≤lA M2 ,
and for i ∈ {1, 2}, he, Mi , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hvi , M0i , Di , ti i
without (A1) or (A2) steps. Then v1 = v2 , t1 ≈lA t2 and
D1 ≈lA D2 .
Proof. Let ζ(`) be C(`) ≤ lA , and M = (M1 , M2 ). By
Lemma A.2, we have he, M, ∅, t0 i −→∗ hv, M0 , D0 , ti
such that vi = bvci and ti = btci for i ∈ {1, 2}. Since
M1 ≈C≤lA M2 , we have Γ ` hM, ∅, t0 i. By Theorem A.1,
Γ ` v : int` and Γ ` hM0 , D0 , ti. By ζ(`), we have
v1 = bvc1 = bvc2 = v2 . Γ ` hM0 , D0 , ti implies t1 ≈lA t2
and D1 ≈lA D2 .
A.5

Integrity noninterference

Lemma A.4 (Subjection reduction with A1). Let ζ(`) be
I(`) 6≤ lA . Then the subject reduction of Qimp∗ still holds
with evaluation rule (A1), which formalizes integrity attacks.
Proof. With evaluation rule (A1), we just need to reconsider
the case of a remote evaluation that begins with (E16) and
ends with (E17). There still exist quorums Q1 and Q2 that
complete the evaluation. However, some low-integrity hosts
in Q1 and Q2 may be compromised and invoke rule (A1)
during the evaluation. So instead of constructing a Qimp∗
memory using local memories of all hosts in Q1 and Q2 , we
just consider the high-integrity hosts in Q1 and Q2 . Suppose
Hi are the set of high-integrity hosts in Qi , then we construct
the Qimp∗ memory M just using local memories in H1 and
H2 . The key point is that H1 and H2 are enough to resolve
any reference replicated on Q. Based on rule (Q1), the intersection between H1 and any quorum Q contains enough
high-integrity hosts. Therefore, M is still well-typed. Similarly, H1 and H2 can ensure that any reference updated during the evaluation can be resolved to the correct value. So
the rest of the subject reduction proof just holds.
Theorem A.3 (Integrity noninterference). Suppose Γ ; pc `
e : int` , and I(`) 6≤ lA , and M1 ≈I6≤lA M2 , and

he, Mi , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hvi , M0i , Di , ti i for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then
v1 = v 2 .
Proof. Let ζ(`) be I(`) 6≤ lA . By Lemma A.4 and the same
argument as in the proof of Theorem A.2.
A.6

Availability noninterference

Theorem A.4 (Availability noninterference). Suppose Γ ; pc `
e : int` , and A(`) 6≤ lA , and M1 ≈I6≤lA M2 , and
he, M1 , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hv1 , M01 , D1 , t1 i without (A1) and
(A2) steps. Then the evaluation of he, M2 , ∅, t0 i always
terminates.
Proof. In Qimp, there are two ways that an evaluation may
not terminate. First, there is an infinite loop. Second, a remote evaluation does not terminate because not enough hosts
in the quorum system are available.
Like in the Aimp language [19], the typing rules of Qimp
ensure that low-integrity inputs cannot affect availability.
Therefore, by M1 ≈I6≤lA M2 and that e terminates when
being evaluated with M1 , we have that e cannot get into an
infinite loop while being evaluated with M2 .
Assume he, M2 , ∅, t0 i does not terminate. Then it must
be the case that some remote evaluation does not terminate. Suppose he, M2 , ∅, t0 i −→∗ hE(remote e0 :
τ [Q]), M02 , D0 , t0 i, and hremote e0 : τ [Q]), M02 , D0 , t0 i
does not terminate. By subject reduction, remotee0 : τ [Q] is
well-typed. By rules (LOC), (DEREF) and (EVAL), Q ` τ
must hold. By induction, we can prove that the availability
label of any sub-expression of e must be at least as high as
the availability label of e. Therefore, we have A(τ ) 6≤ lA .
So there exists a quorum Q in Q such that A(h) 6≤ lA for
any host h in Q. So the remote evaluations of e0 on Q will
terminate. By rule (E11), hremote e0 : τ [Q], M02 , D0 , t0 i
terminates, which results in a contradiction. So the original assumption does not hold, and he, M2 , ∅, t0 i always
terminates.

